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Festival Program

HORROR SCREENINGS FILM FESTIVAL 
BLOODY MIRROR

April 06th. Terminal Abashidze

17.00 LATE SLEEPER, Short Horror

17.05 WEREWOLF MARGARITA, Comedy Werewolf Horror

17.15 JENNY’S ABSINTHE, Social Horror

17.25 GREEN MAN, Student Mystery 

17.40 SPEARFINGER, Student Thriller Horror

18.00 SPECTRE, Experimental Horror

18.40 Award Announcement Ceremony

April 05th. Terminal Abashidze

19:00 THE LYCAN BITE - CRATERS, Horror music video

19:05 THE NIGHTMARE ADORABLE, Short Comedy Horror

19.25 CHIPPED, Short Student Sci-Fi Thriller

19.45 THE DARK MILITARY (ROGUE), Horror Action Thriller

Screenplay Contest April 05th - 06th

MIRROR IMAGE

SIGHT SPECIFIC

ATTACK OF THE ZOMBOTS IN 3D!!!

ALTERATED

THE CURSE OF GREED

ANECHOIC



APRIL 05

THE LYCAN BITE - CRATERS
United States 
2023 
Runtime 3 min 
Horror Music Video 
Director: Greg Kissner

Wolf-Boy meets She-beast and debauchery ensues.

19:00
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THE NIGHTMARE ADORABLE
United States 
2023 
Runtime 22 min 
Comedy Horror 
Director: Joseph Scrimshaw

The hosts of a horror chat show celebrate their favorite fictional 
monster, Bapholeth, by selling a cute toy in his image--only to be 
attacked by a very real cultist offended by the adorable blasphemy.

19:05

CHIPPED
United States 
2022 
Runtime 18 min 
Short Student Sci-Fi Thriller 
Director: Connor Gray Dealing

Our relationship with technology has changed. Everyone is chipped 
with neurologically enhancing hardware. This small family will soon 
discover if getting their son chipped was for the best.

19:25



APRIL 05

THE DARK MILITARY (ROGUE)
United States 
2024 
Runtime 23 min 
Short Horror Action Thriller 
Director: Loren W. Lepre

Carter moved to the middle of nowhere trying to escape his past. 
But neither the mountains of North Dakota, nor a settled family life 
are able to erase what cannot be undone.

19:45
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APRIL 06

LATE SLEEPER
United States 
2023 
Runtime 4 min 
Short Horror 
Director: Peter Morris Hardy

Nightmares don't always come at night.

17:00
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WEREWOLF MARGARITA
United States 
2024 
Runtime 10 min 
Short Horror 
Director: Jax Deerman Kinlaw

A young woman is stalked by a werewolf.

17:05

JENNY’S ABSINTHE
Slovenia 
2023 
Runtime 12 min 
Short Social Horror 
Director: Gregor GaÅ¡perin

A catfishing troll finds himself on the wrong side of the hook.

17:15



APRIL 06

GREEN MAN
France 
2023 
Runtime 15 min 
Short Student Mystery 
Director: Giorgi Keburia
HOLY and ELENE, two sisters, spend some time in their parentâ€™s cabin 
surrounded by a wild forest outside the city. Following the disappearance of their 
third sister EMMA, every three days, ELENE and HOLY follow a bizarre process 
where they leave some meat, sweets and sugar in a bucket which they put out in 
the woods. One day ELENE comes back to the cabin and tells her sister that the 
presents to the GREEN MAN remained untouched. What seemed to be a simple 
imaginary figure invented by two sisters starts brutally hunting them down in the 
desire to consume them.

17:25
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SPEARFINGER
United States 
2023 
Runtime 18 min 
Short Student Thriller Horror 
Directors: Tessa Morell, Riley Scarbrough
SPEARFINGER is a thriller/horror about a young, insecure girl, 
Jackie, who is desperate to prove herself worthy to her family. But 
when her great-grandmother disappears on a camping trip, Jackie 
goes looking for her and encounters a mythological creature that 
threatens her life. Will she surrender or will she escape? 17:40

SPECTRE
Australia 
2022 
Runtime 35 min 
Experimental Horror 
Director: Kyle Faulkner

A summoning, cleansing and releasing ritual for the many ghosts of 
lutruwita.

18:00



APRIL 05 - 06

MIRROR IMAGE
United States 
13 pages 
Short Student Screenplay Horror Thriller 
Writers: Abigail Grace Clark, George Daniel Burtless

Upon reading a newspaper article on the disappearance of two kids 
a young boy ropes a friend from school on the mission to locate 
them. When they arrive to the woods it starts to seem as if they 
have been here before and even worse that they themselves may 
be the kids they are looking for.
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SCREENPLAY CONTEST

SIGHT SPECIFIC
United States 
22 pages 
Short Script 
Writer: Peter Hardy

A woman attending a theatre performance that takes place in an 
old house begins to realize that she is seeing people on stage that 
no one else see -- a young maid being terrorized by a cruel master, 
ghosts from the house's past.

ATTACK OF THE ZOMBOTS IN 3D!!!

United States 
87 pages 
Screenplay 
Writer: VJ Maury

Sulking Cinema Manager Roger Savior is thrown out of his own theater on the evening of a 3D zombie movie festival. Mitzi 
Kalen and Chloe Rush are two young women who meet at the same place on what turns out to be a lame internet group 
date. When the lights go down, the show turns bloody as the zombies leap off the screen and wreak havoc on the 
customers and cinema. The zombies are actually Zombots: half-zombies and half-robots that are built to kill. They are being 
projected through the screen using an evil digital 3D technology. Mitzi, Chloe and Roger make an unlikely alliance against 
the intense Zombot menace. They, along with a cast of likeable geeks, survive in the creepy nooks and crannies of the movie 
theater. Eventually, their fight goes all the way to the other side of the screen. Attack of the Zombots in 3D! is set in a 
cinema, a location that has never been used for a horror movie. The hard-working service staff combined with the familiar 
box office, concessions stand and projection booths will never be seen in the same way again. The movie will also introduce 
a new monster archetype in the guise of the Zombot. This original cinema-monster combination is ripe for sequels. The 
movie will have broad appeal as a horror film with ironic self-aware humor.



APRIL 05 - 06

ALTERATED
United States 
96 pages 
Screenplay, Television Script, Horror, Science Fiction, Action, 
Drama, Romance 
Writer: Karinthal McCray

After a man is kidnapped, mutated, and left for dead, he becomes a 
violent mutant that is potentially contagious, as well as vengeful 
and it is up to his girlfriend to either help cure him or kill him.
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SCREENPLAY CONTEST

THE CURSE OF GREED
United States 
52 pages 
Short Script 
Writer: Karinthal McCray

Nelson is an elderly man that has more wealth than health on his side. As if that isn’t bad 
enough, Nelson’s three spoiled and entitled daughters always acted more as rivals than 
sisters. More resentment spew after Nelson’s will grants oldest daughter Nancy, her 
husband, and her grown son with more than everyone else. With Nancy’s sisters infuriated, 
Nelson still refuses to change his will, but this time, the standoffish housekeeper is upset. 
Always wanting to be a part of the family, but only viewed as hired help, the housekeeper is 
sickened by the greed and entitlement. After feeling like the family is undeserving, she puts 
brutal curses on each of them. Now with more than just the family’s secrets, the 
housekeeper now has the family’s lives in her hands.

ANECHOIC
United States 
94 pages 
Screenplay 
Writer: David Fein
Social Media Influencers are lured by a terrifying faceless killer and 
trapped in an anechoic chamber where the only sound they can 
hear is that of there heartbeats.
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